1. **Purpose**

Provide the detailed policy for traffic that will be allowed to go direct from VPN Client to destination without traversing the encrypted tunnel from VPN Client to the Commonwealth VPN Gateway as referenced in ITP-SEC010 Virtual Private Network Standards.

2. **Definitions**

- **Split-Tunneling**: Concurrent access to a network (Internet, local area network (LAN), etc.) and the Commonwealth VPN.

3. **Detailed Policy**

Split-Tunneling is prohibited except for O365 traffic including Skype and/or Teams.

The Office of Administration configures and updates the O365 networks to be split-tunneled based on Microsoft Feed.

The Enterprise Information Security Office receives VPN Client logs and is reviewing on a continual basis for any suspicious activity.

4. **Publication Version Control**

It is the Authorized User’s responsibility to ensure they have the latest version of this publication, which appears on [https://itcentral.pa.gov](https://itcentral.pa.gov) for Commonwealth personnel. Questions regarding this publication are to be directed to RA-ITCentral@pa.gov.
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